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ABSTRACT
Studies of nonlinear ionospheric interactions were undertaken at the High Frequency
Active Auroral Research Program (HAARP) site in Alaska using the co-located Modular
UHF Incoherent scatter Radar (MUIR). High frequency heating of the ionosphere
produced plasma wave decay processes, the signatures of which were received by MUIR
and interpreted with spectral analysis in MATLAB. The most commonly observed decay
scheme was that of the Parametric Decay Instability, producing the distinct multifrequency cascade feature in the HF backscatter. The results presented here are intended
to contribute to the understanding of HF heating facility capabilities, plasma wave decay
processes, and diagnostic instrument implementation in experimental analysis.
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Section 1: Introduction
Though begun in the last quarter of the 20th century, use of high frequency heating
experiments remains a useful methodology for plasma physicists wishing to remotely
study the ionosphere. The practice has evolved in both depth of study and breadth of
application to allow remote study of the properties and behavior of the ionosphere by
both experimental plasma physicists and researchers in other disciplines. In the context
of plasma physics, such heating experiments provide information about theoretical and
experimental accord, production and evolution of plasma waves, and veracity of models
used to describe the ionosphere itself. The heating experiments presented here were
undertaken at the High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program (HAARP) site near
Gakona, Alaska, in July-August 2007 using the full instrument array, first available in
March of that year.
The ionosphere is a region of charged particles surrounding the earth at altitudes
of 80 kilometers and above. The low density of particles and high level of solar radiation
allow free electrons to exist for extended periods of time before undergoing collision with
other particles. The density, ionization, and composition of the ionosphere vary both
spatially and temporally, owing to change in solar radiation as Earth rotates as well as to
other factors such as season, solar cycle, and geomagnetic activity. The ionosphere thus
provides a local laboratory in which to test plasma physics concepts.
The height of the ionosphere poses a challenge to experimenters because it is too
low to effectively allow study of the region by satellites, yet too high for experiments to
be conducted exclusively in situ using rockets. To overcome this difficulty, researchers
employ remote perturbation experiments using high frequency (HF) heater facilities like
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HAARP, others of which are located around the world at high and mid-latitudes. The
heater facility consists of an array of transmitters that may be varied in frequency, power,
and on-off sequencing, depending on the particular site. The array is used to transmit
high frequency radio waves into the ionosphere, to be reflected or to modify the
interaction region as prescribed by the experimenter. The waves reflected from the
ionosphere are observed by an incoherent scatter radar (ISR) for the HAARP, Arecibo,
and Tromsø facilities. This backscatter may then be analyzed to gain information about
wave interactions, ionospheric modification, and decay processes taking place in the
ionosphere. Figure 1 is a plot of heater effective radiated power (ERP) versus frequency,
summarizing the capabilities of both the old and new HAARP arrays in comparison to
other HF heaters worldwide. The new HAARP is capable of producing high frequency
radio waves that vary in direction and ERP; co-located diagnostics allow receipt of the
HF backscatter produced in reflective conditions, permitting remote study of ionospheric
phenomena.

Figure 1: Heater facility ERP versus frequency
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One goal of this work is to better understand the potential use of the ionosphere in
long-distance communication. We hope to better understand the effects of heating
experiments on the ionosphere and the resulting evolution of plasma waves, local density
striations, supratheramal electron generation, and a host of other potential phenomena
induced via ionospheric modification. The study of these processes will potentially
reveal new or more efficient ways of utilizing the ionosphere in long-distance
communication. Over-the-horizon communication for military purposes has already been
greatly impacted by study of ionospheric properties and enhanced by understanding of
the ionosphere as a reflective aid in these pursuits.
Localized striations, or field-aligned irregularities, will often form during
ionospheric modification experiments using HF heaters. An additional goal of this work
is to better understand generation and techniques for suppression of the Artificial FieldAligned Irregularities (AFAI) that appear during ionospheric heating experiments. The
parametric instabilities of interest in this study precede the onset of AFAI. The
appearance of the AFAI may complicate our data analysis and interpretation; suppression
of the AFAI is desirable so that experimental results may be interpreted and data
analyzed with greater ease and confidence.
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Section 2: Area of study
Ionospheric modification experiments allow experimental verification of plasma
turbulence theory in a local laboratory. In order to study properties of the ionosphere, HF
heating experiments are employed to collect data on such subjects as the excitation and
evolution of artificial plasma turbulence and decay schemes for plasma waves arising
from different initial conditions. Other areas of study pertinent to these experiments
include long-distance communication, scintillation studies, and Global Positioning
System signal degradation.
The data obtained from HF heating experiments can be combined with
information from diagnostic instruments in order to form a more self-consistent
explanation of plasma wave interactions and instabilities. The diagnostics provide
additional observations of ionospheric background parameters, regardless of
experimentation specifics, and thus may be combined with the results of experimentation
by the ionospheric scientist to provide a more complete explanation of such results. One
goal of this work is to perform such a combination by interpreting data gathered from HF
heating experiments in conjunction with the purely ionospheric observations made by
diagnostic tools at HAARP. Through observation of HF pump wave backscatter, we are
able to correlate experimental results to those predicted by plasma physics theory.
The data presented here were obtained through active modification experiments
that gave rise to several kinds of plasma wave instabilities, recognizable by the
backscatter types observed with the ultra high frequency (UHF) ISR co-located at
HAARP. This diagnostic, the Modular UHF Incoherent scatter Radar (MUIR), was used
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to observe the HF pump wave backscatter resulting from pulsing experiments with
varying heater parameters.
The HAARP ionospheric research instrument (IRI) was used to excite and study
turbulence effects in the ionosphere, and a particular goal of this campaign was to better
understand the production and evolution of plasma waves. The IRI consists of an
antenna array of 180 elements and is capable of transmitting in the range of 2.8 MHz to
10 MHz, with power of up to 3600 kW (ERP). Figure 2 is a schematic representation of
HF pumping of the ionosphere, showing generation and propagation of radio waves,
resulting in receipt by MUIR on the ground. During ionospheric modification, the HF
pump wave may decay into two or more daughter waves, which may in turn lead to
production of more plasma waves through decay processes dependent on heating
circumstances. The backscatter measured by MUIR can exhibit signatures indicative of
different processes taking place in the ionosphere; interpretation of these is part of the
work presented here. Other components in Figure 2 include the SuperDARN radar,
operated by the University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) and used to observe ionospheric
irregularities, the ionosonde diagnostic instrument, also run by UAF and used to observe
ionospheric conditions, and the Stimulated Electron Emission (SEE) detector, operated
by the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), used for observation of optical emissions.
The yellow waves originating at “HAARP” in the figure represent HF pulses from heater
experiments; the blue horizontal region represents the ionospheric reflection layer; and
the red ovals propagating away from the interaction region represent the artificial
irregularities created by HF heating.
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of HAARP facility, ionospheric modification, and colocated diagnostic instruments.
Different types of decay schemes produce different backscatter signatures that
may be observed by MUIR. The HF heating creates either a featureless broad spectrum,
termed either collapse or cavitation, or a multi-level cascade feature indicating decay of
the original pump wave into daughter waves of successively lower frequencies. The full
array power at HAARP is capable also of producing a coexistence-type spectrum in
which both the caviton collapse and instability cascade are present, albeit spatially
separated. Figure 3 is taken from Hanssen et al. [1992] and shows the regions in which
each of these spectral types may be observed. The figure is a plot of frequency offset
versus electric field strength; the right vertical axis is an altitude parameter related to the
scale length, L. The frequency offset is determined by the relation
#$ = ! 0 " ! p

(1)

where ! 0 is the HF frequency and ! p is the plasma frequency. A frequency offset of zero
corresponds to the critical surface where ! 0 = ! p , which forms the horizontal axis of
Figure 3. All three axes are in dimensionless units. The full HAARP array is capable of
producing spectra in any of the cascade, collapse, or coexistence regions.
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Figure 3: Distribution of collapse, cascade, and coexistence regimes
The broad, or collapse, spectrum has been observed at many facilities and is
thought to be a result of Strong Langmuir Turbulence (SLT). Langmuir waves are
electrostatic plasma waves that can result from the parametric decay of an
electromagnetic wave into an ion acoustic and an electron plasma wave. The out-shifted
plasma line (OPL), appearing beyond the heater frequency in spectrograms, has been
observed in experiments at Arecibo (Isham, 1987) and may be related to this
phenomenon. In the case of collapse, Langmuir pressure is thought to evacuate a region
of ionospheric plasma, forming cavitons. Cavitons are localized packets of very intense
electric field, the strength of which may be theoretically infinite. In the physical
limitation, however, a threshold is reached, causing both collapse of the caviton in
configuration space from ponderomotive pressure and expansion of the caviton in wave
number space owing to dispersive effects. In this collapse, electrons accelerated by the
strong E-field will be emitted, creating a broad-feature spectrum at the heater frequency.
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Figure 4 is an example of the collapse spectrum, showing a broad and intense formation
at the heater frequency of 3.3 MHz.

Figure 4: Single-shot example of collapse spectrum. The color bar indicates an intensity
scale in dB.
The cascade spectrum is thought to be produced by decay schemes in which the
HF pump wave decays into daughter waves of successively lower frequencies. The
distinct lines of the cascade correspond to these different frequencies; an example can be
seen in Figure 5(b). Principal among these decay schemes is the Parametric Decay
Instability (PDI) wherein the pump wave decays into an ion acoustic and Langmuir wave
pair, the latter of which in turn decays into more such pairs. Each of the Langmuir
daughter waves produced has a frequency lower than the initial pump wave, thus
exhibiting the characteristically well-defined lines of the cascade spectrum. These
cascading Langmuir wave frequencies will be offset from the heater frequency by
multiples of the ion acoustic wave frequency. The following relations describe the first
two such decays in the cascade:
EM (# 0 ,0) " L(# 0 ! # IA , k ) + IA(# IA ,!k )

(2)
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L(! 0 " ! IA , k ) # L(! 0 " 2! IA ,"k ) + IA(! IA ,2k )

(3)

The waves are characterized by wave number k and frequency ω, further specified by
subscript. Figure 5(a) shows the schematic representation of this decay process; the
Langmuir wave “trough” in the figure corresponds to the dispersion relation for such
waves, where subscript e refers to electron:
2

" 2 ! " pe + 3k 2 v e

2

(4)

This trough represents the region in which the pump beam decays to Langmuir daughter
waves of lower frequency, thus producing the cascade spectrum.
ω
ω0
ω1,k1
2ω2,-2k 2

ω2,k2
k

Figure 5: Cascade spectrum in (a) schematic trough and (b) single-shot example. For the
single-shot example, the color bar indicates an intensity scale in dB.
A third possibility for observation at HAARP is the coexistence spectrum. This
consists of both the broadening of the pulse, seen at the pump frequency, as well as the
multiple-frequency cascade of distinct lines. An example of this spectral type can be
seen in Figure 6, a two-second integration of pulsing data taken during an EMU heater
campaign in winter 2008 at HAARP. Creation of the coexistence spectrum is made
possible at HAARP only with the implementation of the full IRI array. Its observation is
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made possible by choices in HF pulsing direction and power and MUIR pointing. Figure
3 indicates that the full HAARP facility has the capability of producing and observing
such a spectrum in addition to the singular collapse or cascade.

Fig 6. With HAARP pointed at 7o and UHF looking along 14o (magnetic zenith)
coexistence of collapse line at 4.1 MHz and cascade lines may be observed. HAARP is
pulsing 60 ms on/ 11.94 sec. off. The color bar indicates an intensity scale in dB.
Key to interpreting these results with confidence is the control of AFAI
production during the data collection campaign. If generation of suprathermal
electrons—energetic electrons initially present in the interaction region and then excited
by pump wave energy— creates a seeding effect for these irregularities, then low power
or low duty cycle must be employed to suppress creation of these features. Higher power
may be required to reach collapse cavitation and cascade parametric instability thresholds
but may induce irregularities in the ionosphere. Thus low duty cycles may be used in
high-power experiments to control production of AFAI. The global radar network
SuperDARN, in particular its Kodiak station, was used to monitor the creation of these
AFAI during experimentation.
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Section 3: Literature review
Ionospheric modification experiments may be performed at a number of facilities
around the world. High-latitude sites include HAARP and nearby HIPAS, Sura in
Russia, and Tromsø in Norway. At mid-latitude is Arecibo in Puerto Rico. Each of these
has different capabilities related to array size, power, and manipulation technique.
HAARP in particular uses MUIR, the co-located ISR, to receive HF backscatter. Kosch
et al. [2007a] discuss the first optical observations at HAARP showing temporal
evolution of large scale pump wave self-focusing observed for HF pointing toward
magnetic zenith. According to their results, magnetic zenith effect at high latitudes yields
maximum optical response, owing to the self-focusing instability. The phenomenon of
beam self-focusing reduces irregularity to smaller scale sizes within tens of seconds.
Plasma depletion is a function of electron temperature enhancement and thus of radio
wave power delivered to ionosphere; this power maximizes at beam center, resulting in
focusing.
Other observations performed at HAARP by Kosch et al. [2007b] show that
optical emissions increase as pumping frequencies pass through second electron
gyroharmonic. It was found that optical intensity decreased when pump wave reflection
ceased and that HF radar backscatter increased when the resonance frequency passed
from below to above the second electron gyroharmonic frequency, consistent with
coexistence of parametric decay and thermal parametric instabilities. Parametric decay
instabilities, capable of producing Langmuir waves, can be stimulated at magnetic zenith
at high latitudes although the pump wave might not reach normal frequency matching
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height. Isham [1999a] describes this matching height as reached for Langmuir waves
having frequency equal to that of the pump wave, and wave vector half that of the radar.
Regarding HF heater experiments at Tromsø, Leyser et al. [1989] discuss
observations of electromagnetic emission stimulated by pump frequencies varied near
harmonics of the ionospheric electron cyclotron frequency. The authors suggest that
ordinary, or O-mode, pump waves excite upper hybrid waves (longitudinal plasma
oscillations perpendicular to the magnetic field lines) through linear mode conversion.
This process is made possible by density striations induced by the HF pump beam. In
addition to these experiments involving upper hybrid wave formation, Djuth et al. [1994]
discuss creation of Langmuir waves at Tromsø. The experiments employed pulsing
sequences to achieve high range resolution and good temporal resolution. Powerstepping was employed, yielding plasma line overshoot for high powers. The overshoot
can be thought of as arising from Langmuir waves trapped in magnetic field-aligned
ducts. The ponderomotive force of these trapped waves creates and electron density
decrease; plasma line intensity then increases as a result of this density decrease. Also at
highest powers, the height of HF induced turbulence was reported to increase
dramatically.
Subsequent experiments performed by Djuth et al. [2004] at Tromsø tested
predictions for excitation and evolution of ion and Langmuir oscillations. Their results
show that for reduced electric field, the threshold for PDI is exceeded near the matching
height. The reduction in electric field could result from anomalous absorption by
Langmuir turbulence, as large scale absorption processes operate on short time scales.
The authors observe an ion line overshoot that is enhanced by the HF, which they explain
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in terms of local plasma development of cavitons, or localized packets of electric field.
In this explanation, any suprathermal electrons generated by SLT would moderate
caviton growth, creating plasma line enhancements.
The overshoot effect and accompanying out-shifted plasma line enhancement
have been observed at Arecibo as well, notably by Isham et al. [1999b]. The OPL may
sometimes be attributed to the so-called “free mode,” in which a Langmuir wave radiates
from a collapsing caviton. Their results suggest that plasma line enhancements can occur
anywhere between the ionospheric reflection height and the HF matching height and that
the presence of the OPL indicates additional excitation processes. Duncan and Sheerin
[1985] discuss results of ionospheric modification experiments done at Arecibo involving
overshoot phenomena as well. The authors observed overshoot effects for heating times
of greater than 100 ms and mini-overshoot excitation at altitudes lower than the main
overshoot. This mini-overshoot is discussed in terms of its possible relation to parametric
decay and/or rapid direct conversion processes. The plasma line intensity decrease after
the main overshoot is discussed in terms of caviton formation and saturation and/or
presence of AFAI. The mini-overshoot is described as a possible result of parametric
decay and rapid direct conversion processes. Plasma line decay was observed as a result
of caviton formation or presence of AFAI.
Theoretical studies of the SLT model show coexistence of decay cascades and
caviton collapse at high plasma densities occurring below the predicted reflection height
at the Arecibo facility. The cascade feature dominates, however, at lower densities
corresponding to the PDI matching height, in agreement with theoretical predictions for a
smooth ionospheric electron density profile. Cheung et al. [2001] provide the
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experimental companion to the theoretical paper by Dubois et al. [2001], presenting
theoretical and observational studies of altitude-resolved observations at Arecibo of
Langmuir turbulence induced by HF heating at low duty cycles. The experiments
presented in the experimental companion paper achieve good altitude resolution in the
observed backscatter spectra; the experimenters observe Langmuir cascade features
caused by PDI.
The AFAI that form during heater experiments may be caused by long periods of
pumping the ionosphere. These are localized density striations and may be differentiated
from ponderomotive effects in that they operate on longer thermal time scales, whereas
the latter can be characterized as a radiation pressure or intensity effect, operating on
much shorter time scales. The ponderomotive effects exhibit a spatial dependence in the
ionosphere and include regions of high intensity, which drive away electrons.
Systematic evolution of the plasma line spectra occurs at intermediate altitudes,
with successively more free modes observed at decreasing altitudes. Along with these
changing features, the upper frequency of the collapse portion of the continuum spectra
approaches the local plasma frequency as altitude varies. The observation of this
phenomenon at Arecibo is consistent with simulations according to Cheung et al. [2001]
and indicates that weakening density fluctuations in the decaying turbulence are less
likely to produce resonant modes of cavitation with frequencies greater than the local
plasma frequency.
The three-wave PDI and four-wave oscillating two-stream instability (OTSI) are
regarded as the respective production mechanisms of cascade and collapse spectral types.
These instabilities each result in characteristic backscatter spectra, identifiable in
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spectrograms by both the leading frequency and the subsequent striations, or daughter
frequency lines. These features have been observed at HAARP and Tromsø, as discussed
by Kosch [2007a] and Rietveld [2002], respectively. Cascade spectra have been observed
by Kuo and Lee [2005] at Tromsø and at Arecibo. They discuss both resonant and nonresonant cascade spectra produced at these locations. These two spectral variations differ
in production threshold and location. The number of lines in the cascade will vary as
well, depending on background conditions and generating process.
Cavitation is associated with strong turbulence and cascading is associated with
saturated parametric decay; at high latitudes, these can coexist in spatially separate
regions. Plasma lines from upper heights are broad (collapse), but from lower heights
show cascade feature, consistent with Langmuir turbulence simulations. Kuo and Lee
[2005] observe plasma line cascade spectra show different strengths depending on
altitude. PDI theory predicts that higher-order cascades are preferentially detected at
lower heights, owing to successively lower backscatter altitudes resulting from lower
Langmuir frequencies. Djuth et al. [2004] describe the coexistence regime as being one
of transition from the high-altitude collapse spectrum to the lower-altitude cascade
spectrum.
Creation of the coexistence spectrum is possible as a result of updates to the
heater facilities. HAARP in particular has been recently completed such that its power
was increased along with the IRI array size. This yields the new capability of coexistence
observation. The coexistence spectrum, consisting of both the instability cascade and the
cavitation collapse, has been discussed by Cheung et al. [1997] regarding their work at
HIPAS in Alaska. At HAARP, heater sequencing with short pulses and long IPPs have
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been employed to avoid creation of thermal effects as well as formation of field aligned
irregularities. Rietveld et al. [2000] discuss coexistence of cavitation and cascade spectra
at Tromsø.
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Section 4: Experimental approach
Discussion of the approach taken during the summer 2007 campaign at HAARP
must first include description of the conditions under which such heating experiments can
be successful. The first such condition is a reflective ionosphere, for which the HF
frequency must be close to the plasma frequency so that the resonance condition of
parametric instabilities is satisfied. The second important experimental characteristic is
time during which the experiments take place. The following experiments were
performed during the early evening, allowing for an unperturbed ionosphere and dayside
conditions. Other desirable conditions include geomagnetic quiet and smooth
ionospheric profile.
Diagnostic tools were used to identify appropriate ionospheric conditions. The
HAARP ionosonde was used to verify that the ionosphere remained smooth during
experimentation as well as to select a pumping frequency. The ionosonde is a diagnostic
instrument that transmits in the 1-30 MHz band and provides assessment of the electron
density profile in the ionosphere. For the experiments described henceforth, a pump
beam frequency of 3.3 MHz was chosen so as to not exceed the maximum usable
frequency (MUF) dictated by the plasma profile for the specific periods of HF heating.
The MUF occurs at the turning point of the plasma profile, or region of highest density;
this point is colloquially termed the profile “nose.” Our pump frequency was chosen as
the first available HAARP frequency below the MUF, allowing the pump wave to be
reflected, rather than simply transmitting through the ionosphere. Figures 7(a) and 7(b)
are ionograms taken from the two experimentation periods, exhibiting quiet conditions
and a smooth profile, with peak frequency occurring at the “nose” of the profile.
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Included in the figures are data traces collected for both the ordinary mode, or O-mode,
and extraordinary mode, or X-mode. These correspond to right- and left-circular
polarization of the waves, respectively.

Figure 7: Ionograms from 0200 UT on (a) 31 July 2007 and (b) 1 August 2007. The data
traces printed in red and green correspond to O-mode and X-mode data from the
ionosonde, respectively.
The HAARP online HF Transmitter Performance Calculator was used to
determine the following experimental parameters: total available transmitter power, net
radiated power, wavelength, antenna array gain, antenna half-power beamwidths,
effective radiated power, interactive region size, and power density at the center of the
interactive region of the IRI settings used during the experiment. The calculator is
available on the HAARP web site (http://www.haarp.alaska.edu/) and requires input
parameters of array size, pump beam frequency, and ionospheric layer height. The array
size and pump beam frequency were chosen as part of the experiment; the ionospheric
layer height choice was a function of ionospheric conditions, determined by analysis of
the ionospheric profile.
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The SuperDARN Kodiak facility was used to monitor the formation of AFAI.
Graphical monitoring of the suppression of irregularity formation through duty cycle
reduction was provided by this facility. Kodiak is part of the Super Dual Auroral Radar
Network, sponsored by Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory and the
National Science Foundation. SuperDARN is a network of radars that transmit a short
sequence of HF pulses into the ionosphere and monitor the returning echoes. The Kodiak
site is operated by the Geophysical Institute at the University of Alaska Fairbanks and is
located on Kodiak Island in Alaska. Figures 8 (a) and (b) are fan plots showing the range
over which the network is capable of observation. Use of data from Kodiak SuperDARN
allows observation of irregularity formation on a range-time-intensity (RTI) plot during
the experimental periods.

Fig. 8. (a) SuperDARN Kodiak beam 9 scatter from AFAI over HAARP (most intense
red spot indicated by arrow) only when HAARP pointed 11.5o south of vertical on 1 Aug
2008. Other radar echoes are from natural irregularities. (b) The next 6 min. period is
typical showing AFAI suppressed at all other HAARP pointing angles with 0.5% duty
cycle.
The HAARP VHF Relative Ionospheric Opacity Meter, or riometer, was used to
observe ionospheric absorption. The riometer is a passive instrument that operates at 30
19

MHz to observe galactic radio noise. A “quiet day” curve can be formed using this
background information, and compared to specific ionospheric conditions during the
times at which experiments took place at HAARP. The absorption level is determined by
taking the difference between the noise level measured by the riometer and the predicted
power from the quiet day curve. Absorption, detector signal, and quiet day curve are
plotted as a function of time and continually updated on the HAARP web site. A
riometer plot from the experimental period is shown in Figure 9. The riometer diagnostic
allows examination of ionospheric conditions to ascertain absorption level and thus
assess potential weakening of radio signals passing through interaction region.

Figure 9: Riometer plot of absorption over HAARP site from 1 August 2007.
The HAARP Fluxgate Magnetometer was used to check for geomagnetic storms.
The diagnostic was built by the Geophysical Institute at the University of Alaska at
Fairbanks. It takes three traces of orthogonal components of the magnetic field of the
earth: positive magnetic northward, positive eastward, and positive downward. The data
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are used to plot magnetic variation as a function of time. If quiet conditions—those
showing little variation—are shown by this diagnostic, we conclude that the experiments
took place during a period of time that was not atypically active.
In combination with these diagnostic instruments, a regimented pulse scheme was
employed to observe the effect of variation in different parameters of the HAARP IRI.
On the first day, these variations included beam sweeping, power-stepping and interpulse period (IPP) bifurcation. The pulsing-to-resting time schedule varied from 0.1
seconds on and 9.9 seconds off (1% duty cycle) to 0.06 seconds on and 11.94 seconds off
(0.5% duty cycle). After each 10-minute period of this sequencing, a full off time of two
minutes was scheduled. This off period was incorporated to allow any irregularities
formed during experimentation time to convect away from the interaction region and to
allow the MUIR operator to change pointing if specified in the pulse scheme. Short
pulses were employed to minimize the possibility of irregularity formation. The IRI
power was varied in steps of 25% from 25% power to 100% of full power. Two sets of
pulses were transmitted at each duty cycle for the full array power, each with a different
pointing angle. The pointing varied from magnetic zenith (15º from vertical at HAARP)
to the Spitze angle (7.5º from vertical). The angle of 7.5º is marked in Figure 10 as a
critical angle on the threshold curve for instability creation. This figure plots frequency
offset versus aspect angle and is taken from Mjølhus et al. [2002]. Two aircraft
interlocks (interruptions in the pulse sequence caused by aircraft passing through the air
traffic corridor above HAARP) took place during experimentation, one of duration 48.1
seconds at the higher duty cycle and 25% power, the other of duration 19.0 seconds at the
lower duty cycle and 50% power.
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On the second day, the variation was in aspect angle. Both the HF pulsing angle
and the UHF “look” angle were varied. The duty cycle was held at 0.5% and the power
at 100%, where the HF aspect angle varied from 0º to 7.5º to 11.5º to 15º from the
vertical direction. For each of these HF pointings, three values of MUIR look angle were
chosen. These variations were selected based on ray tracing predictions by Rietveld
[2002] and are summarized in Table 2. There was an aircraft interlock of 3.0 second
duration during this experiment for HF pointing 7.5º and MUIR looking 12º.

Figure 10: Threshold dependence on aspect angle.
The backscatter produced by these pulsing schemes was received by the MUIR
diagnostic co-located at HAARP. This served as the principal data collection tool for the
experiments. The data collected were used to create plots of the backscatter frequency
offsets and intensities as functions of time. The radar operates at 446 MHz and consists
of 512 elements. It is part of the larger National Science Foundation Advanced Modular
Incoherent Scatter Radar (AMISR) network. The facility at HAARP can measure plasma
and ion lines. Our choice to measure the up-shifted plasma line resulted from a desire to
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make observations on the same timescale as collapse formation and to exploit greater
strength of the returning plasma waves measured in the up-shifted line.
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Section 5: Execution of Experiments
Details of the experiments performed during the summer 2007 campaign are
shown in Tables 1 and 2. On 31 July, we used a pulsing scheme in which duty cycle,
power level, and HF pointing varied. On 1 August, the duty cycle and power remained
fixed at 0.5% and 100%, respectively, whereas both HF and UHF pointing varied. The
MUIR pointing was varied to explore the idea that certain types of backscatter spectra are
seen preferentially for different look angles (i.e. along the magnetic field line or at the
Spitze angle).
Table 1: Experiment details for 31 July 2007.
Start
(UT)
2:00:00
2:12:00
2:24:00
2:36:00
2:48:00
3:00:00
3:12:00
3:24:00
3:36:00
3:48:00

Stop
(UT)
2:10:00
2:22:00
2:34:00
2:46:00
2:58:00
3:10:00
3:22:00
3:34:00
3:46:00
3:58:00

Power
(kW)
895
1790
2685
3580
3580
895
1790
2685
3580
3580

HF point
(deg)
15
15
15
15
7.5
15
15
15
15
7.5

UHF look
(deg)
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

Table 2: Experiment details for 1 August 2007.
Start
(UT)
2:00:00
2:08:00
2:16:00
2:24:00
2:32:00
2:40:00
2:48:00
2:56:00
3:04:00
3:12:00
3:20:00
3:28:00
3:36:00
3:44:00
3:52:00

Stop
(UT)
2:06:00
2:14:00
2:22:00
2:30:00
2:38:00
2:46:00
2:54:00
3:02:00
3:10:00
3:18:00
3:26:00
3:34:00
3:42:00
3:50:00
3:58:00

Power
(kW)
3600
3600
3600
3600
3600
3600
3600
3600
3600
3600
3600
3600
3600
3600
3600

HF point
(deg)
0
0
0
7.5
7.5
7.5
11.5
11.5
11.5
15
15
15
0
0
0

UHF look
(deg)
-8
-5
0
8
12
15
15
15
12
12
15
22
0
-5
-8
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During the ionospheric modification, concurrent observations were made using
the SuperDARN Kodiak facility. SuperDARN is a non-perturbing instrument network; it
is sensitive to natural and artificial irregularities and used to continually monitor these
phenomena. RTI plots were constructed using data from the site and provided graphical
evidence in agreement with the suppression of AFAI during modification. Figures 11
and 12 are examples of such plots, taken from 31 July 2007 and 1 August 2007,
respectively. Any artificial irregularities formed by experimentation at HAARP would
appear at an altitude of 650 km, marked horizontal arrows in each figure. The large areas
of scattering above and below this altitude are naturally-occurring irregularities. In the
case of Figure 11, a few irregularities appear during the first hour of experimentation (1%
duty cycle) but fall off almost completely after 03:00 UT when duty cycle is lowered to
0.5%. Figure 12 corresponds to the second day of experimentation, for which duty cycle
was fixed at the lower value. It is important to note an increase in the natural
irregularities at 03:00 UT in this figure; the shift corresponds to an increase in sensitivity
of the SuperDARN radar. The radar sensitivity was increased at this time in an attempt
to detect any irregularities of very low intensity. The near-absence of AFAI in the second
hour, despite the increased detector sensitivity, provides confirmation that the
irregularities were indeed suppressed by duty cycle choice.
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Figure 11: RTI plot from Kodiak SuperDARN beam 9 for 31 July 2007. From 0230 to
0246 with power at 75% and 100% pointing at 15o AFAI are detectable. From 0300 to
0400 HAARP pulsed 60 ms on, IPP = 12 sec. with weak to undetectable AFAI. The
color bar indicates an intensity scale in dB.

Figure 12: RTI plot from Kodiak SuperDARN beam 9 for 1 August 2007. The vertical
arrow indicates the only period AFAI were detected for HAARP pointing 11.5o. The
color bar indicates an intensity scale in dB.
Analysis of the data collected with MUIR was performed using MATLAB. Plots
with high altitude resolution were constructed using a MATLAB sequence developed at
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the University of Alaska Fairbanks. Two-second integrations of multiple pulses were
first generated for different times of experimentation, to triage the results and scan for
any anomalous observations. Single-shot pulse spectra of the outstanding pulses were
then generated for further analysis of spectral type, frequency, and altitude.
To correlate experimental results with expectations, Tables 3 and 4 were
constructed. The tables summarize the pulse schemes employed and observations
anticipated for such pulsing parameters alongside the actual observations. For particular
cases, no data were received. These periods are included in Tables 3 and 4 in the interest
of completeness but henceforth will be omitted from the discussion. The designations in
the final column of these tables, under the heading “Experiment,” refer to the observed
spectrum in each regime and describe its strength. Designation of weak cascade refers to
cascade lacking strong definition or few daughter lines; strong and defined cascade refer
to high intensity daughter waves and clearly striated spectra, respectively.
Table 3: Correlation of experimental and anticipated results for 31 July 2007.
Start (UT) Stop (UT) Power (kW)Zen. (deg) UHF look Theory
2:00:00
2:10:00
895
15
15 Cascade
2:12:00
2:22:00
1790
15
15 Cascade
2:24:00
2:34:00
2685
15
15 Cascade
2:36:00
2:46:00
3580
15
15 Cascade
2:48:00
2:58:00
3580
7.5
15 Cascade
3:00:00
3:10:00
895
15
15 Cascade
3:12:00
3:22:00
1790
15
15 Cascade
3:24:00
3:34:00
2685
15
15 Cascade
3:36:00
3:46:00
3580
15
15 Cascade
3:48:00
3:58:00
3580
7.5
15 Cascade

Experiment
No data
Spread Cascade
Spread Cascade
Spread Cascade
Weak Cascade
Weak Cascade
Spread Cascade
Strong Cascade
Strong Cascade
Weakening Cascade
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Table 4: Correlation of experimental and anticipated results for 1 August 2007
Start (UT) Stop (UT) Power (kW)Zen.
2:00:00
2:06:00
3600
2:08:00
2:14:00
3600
2:16:00
2:22:00
3600
2:24:00
2:30:00
3600
2:32:00
2:38:00
3600
2:40:00
2:46:00
3600
2:48:00
2:54:00
3600
2:56:00
3:02:00
3600
3:04:00
3:10:00
3600
3:12:00
3:18:00
3600
3:20:00
3:26:00
3600
3:28:00
3:34:00
3600
3:36:00
3:42:00
3600
3:44:00
3:50:00
3600
3:52:00
3:58:00
3600

(deg) UHF look Theory
0
-8 Coex
0
-5 Coex
0
0 Coex
7.5
8 Cascade
7.5
12 Cascade
7.5
15 Cascade
11.5
15 Cascade
11.5
15 Cascade
11.5
12 Cascade
15
12 Cascade
15
15 Cascade
15
22 Cascade
0
0 Coex
0
-5 Coex
0
-8 Coex

Experiment
No data
No data
No data
No data
Weak Cascade
Weak Cascade
Defined Cascade
Defined Cascade
No data
No data
Weak Cascade
Defined Cascade
No data
No data
No data

The experiments took place in a quiet ionosphere with well-understood
conditions. The diagnostic instruments at HAARP and elsewhere were used to monitor
and identify any abnormal conditions. We did not observe any anomalous ionospheric
conditions, and thus conclude that preexisting conditions did not interfere with the
experiments in a significant way.
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Section 6: Results and Discussion
The presentation and discussion of results from the campaign will be segmented
according to date and pulsing sequence segment, as shown previously in Table 1. For all
of the following, the date is 31 July, the polarization is O-mode, and HF azimuth is 202º.
UHF pointing is 15º from zenith, frequency is 3.3 MHz, and pulsing takes place in either
intervals of 100 ms on with 9.9 seconds of off-time or 60 milliseconds on with 11.94
seconds of off-time.

31 July 2007 data – 100 ms pulses
For 25% of full power, data were not collected. This may be a result of MUIR
switching from down-shifted to up-shifted plasma line observation during this period.
Discussion of the backscatter from HF pointing along magnetic zenith at quarter power is
thus only possible for the lower duty cycle, details of which are in the following
subsection.
For the same pointing at 50% power, weak cascade was observed, as exemplified
in Figure 13. The cascade feature was present in spectra from this time period but did not
exhibit well-defined or numerous lines. This may be due to lower electron collisionality,
which reduces the threshold for decays, broadening the frequency range over which each
daughter wave is unstable. It has therefore been deemed weak, although the intensity of
the feature itself is fairly strong. The backscatter lines begin just below 3.3 MHz in the
plot of frequency offset versus time. The results here correlate with the expectation that
cascade will be seen outside the so-called Spitze cone formed 7.5º out from vertical.
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Figure 13: Two second integration of pulses at 50% power with IRI pointing to magnetic
zenith and duty cycle fixed at one percent. The color bar indicates an intensity scale in
dB.
For 75% power and HF pointing toward magnetic zenith, cascade spectra were
observed. Figure 14 is a representative two-second integration of pulses from this period.
For this arrangement, the cascade feature appears to intensify somewhat. The intensity of
the spectra from this time period is slightly greater than that of the half power spectra, but
not markedly so. The plot of frequency offset versus time shows more vertical spread in
the pulses than the preceding time period.
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Figure 14: Two second integration of pulses at 75% power with IRI pointing to magnetic
zenith and duty cycle fixed at one percent. The color bar indicates an intensity scale in
dB.
Cascade spectra were again observed for full IRI power and pointing toward
magnetic zenith. These cascades appear greater in intensity than those produced at half
or three-quarters power. Figure 15 is a two-second integration showing the variation in
pulse intensity. The backscatter intensity does vary between pulses in this time period,
indicating ionospheric processes in the interaction region or perhaps some power losses
in transit. Note that it is during this period that SuperDARN records enhanced AFAI,
which would lead to strong pulse-to-pulse variability as the HF pump propagates through
a striated interaction region.
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Figure 15: Two second integration of pulses at 100% power with IRI pointing to
magnetic zenith and duty cycle fixed at one percent. The color bar indicates an intensity
scale in dB.
HF pointing toward the Spitze angle produced different backscatter signatures
from those produced by magnetic zenith pointing. In this case, more well-defined
cascades were present in the spectra, showing between one and four lines. The beginning
of the period produced more amorphous backscatter return, sharpening to clear cascades
near the middle of the period. This variation may be observed in Figure 16, a two-second
integration plot taken from this time period. The highest line frequency shown is again
the expected 3.3 MHz, but the lowest line appears near 3.28 MHz.
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Figure 16: Two second integration of pulses at 100% power with IRI pointing to the
Spitze angle and duty cycle fixed at one percent. The color bar indicates an intensity
scale in dB.
31 July 2007 data – 60 ms pulses
For the lower duty cycle, and HF pointing along magnetic zenith with 25%
power, cascades dominated backscatter spectra. The intensity of these returns appeared
weaker than the previous pulsing scheme using full power, but comparison data from the
lower duty cycle at 25% power are unavailable. The cascades in the lower duty cycle
quarter power regime were distinct and showed some segmentation of lines. The
backscatter spectra do appear to intensify near the end of the sequence for this power
level, perhaps indicating some buildup in the interaction region. Figure 17 is taken as
representative of the backscatter received during this period. In the first pulse of this
figure, both first and second Langmuir daughter waves are indicated with arrows.
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Figure 17: Two second integration of pulses at 25% power with IRI pointing to magnetic
zenith and duty cycle fixed at one-half percent. The color bar indicates an intensity scale
in dB.
For half power in the lower duty cycle, cascade lines become more distinct. The
lines are more clearly segmented, and range in number from one to five (with the last line
being quite weak for this result). The intensity variation is more apparent as well; spectra
exhibit markedly different intensities falling off from the HF frequency for those
cascades with more than one line. This intensity spread appears near the end of the
pulsing period. Figure 18 shows the strengthening definition of the cascade feature, as
well as the slight intensity variation taking place during this experimentation time period.
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Figure 18: Two second integration of pulses at 50% power with IRI pointing to magnetic
zenith and duty cycle fixed at one-half percent. The color bar indicates an intensity scale
in dB.
For 75% of full power, the cascades appear more well-defined than for the
previous pulsing regimes. Again, cascade lines number from one to five, with the final
line being weakest, but for this setup the intensity segmentation is quite clear in the lines.
The overall intensity of the spectra produced in this period does not appear to differ
significantly from that of the half power pulsing time period. In comparison to the higher
duty cycle results of the same power, cascade contrast ratio varies dramatically. Whereas
for the 100 ms pulses, the cascade was present but not apparent, the 60 ms pulses
produced lines clear enough to count in number and measure in frequency. Figure 19
shows backscatter with strong cascade lines, numbering from two to five. The first pulse
of this figure is annotated with arrows indicating first, second, and third Langmuir
daughter waves.
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Figure 19: Two second integration of pulses at 75% power with IRI pointing to magnetic
zenith and duty cycle fixed at one-half percent. The color bar indicates an intensity scale
in dB.
For full power at the lower duty cycle and continual magnetic zenith pointing,
cascade lines reach the peak of definition. Figure 20 shows that the lines during this
period are distinct in both position and intensity, ranging in number from two to four.
High intensity does not spread throughout individual pulses nearly as much as in previous
setups, instead concentrating in well-defined lines of the cascade. The returns here from
60 ms pulses do not closely resemble those of the 100 ms pulses from the same pointing
and power. Shorter pulses appear in this case to create a more structured cascade
spectrum, with better contrast between the daughter Langmuir waves.
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Figure 20: Two second integration of pulses at 100% power with IRI pointing to
magnetic zenith and duty cycle fixed at one-half percent. The color bar indicates an
intensity scale in dB.
At full power and Spitze angle HF pointing, cascade spectra are produced. These
vary distinctly from the magnetic zenith pointing results. For the Spitze angle case,
cascade lines remain well-defined but are fewer in number. Each return exhibits a strong
first daughter wave, but subsequent lines are not consistently present or predictable in
form; that is, a cascade with many intense lines may lie adjacent to one or more having
few lines, and be followed in turn by a cascade of many very weak lines. Figure 21 is a
two-second integration example of this variation. The comparison between spectra
produced at full power with different HF pointings is consistent: for each duty cycle, the
magnetic zenith pointing produces greater cascade definition.
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Figure 21: Two second integration of pulses at 100% power with IRI pointing to the
Spitze angle and duty cycle fixed at one-half percent. The color bar indicates an intensity
scale in dB.
Table 2 refers to the pulsing sequence on the second day of experimentation. For
all of the following, the date is 1 August, the polarization is O-mode, duty cycle is 0.5%,
and power is 100%. Both HF and UHF pointing vary, but frequency is fixed at 3.3 MHz,
and pulsing takes place in intervals of 60 milliseconds on with 11.94 seconds of off time.

1 August 2007 data – 60 ms pulses
Data were collected for neither the first nor the final portion of the pulsing
sequence on this day. The HF pointed vertical and MUIR look angles were -8º, -5º, and
0º in each of these cases. It is possible that the returns from this setup were too weak to
produce the anticipated spectra.
For HF pointing of 7.5º, no results were observed for MUIR looking 8º, but very
weak cascades were seen for MUIR looking 12º. The intensity of backscatter seen in this
time period is inconsistent, exhibiting at times a strong first daughter wave in the cascade,
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but at other times merely a uniformly weak return with little visible structure. Figure 22
is a two-second integration of backscatter from this period. For MUIR looking 15º, the
intensity of backscatter increases, but the first daughter wave dominates the resultant
cascades in almost all cases. The intensity of these pulses varies within the period as
well, which may be seen in Figure 23.

Figure 22: Two second integration of pulses received for IRI pointing 7.5º and MUIR
looking 12º relative to vertical. The color bar indicates an intensity scale in dB.

Figure 23: Two second integration of pulses received for IRI pointing 7.5º and MUIR
looking 15º relative to vertical. The color bar indicates an intensity scale in dB.
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For HF pointing 11.5º from vertical and MUIR pointing 15º, cascades with strong
first daughter but few subsequent lines are observed. Most pulses exhibit a very
truncated shape and intensity among the pulses varies throughout the period; Figure 24 is
representative of this trend. The cascade structure in the spectra is not well-defined as a
result of strong first lines, but its genesis lies just below the HF frequency, indicating that
cascade is the likely interpretation.

Figure 24: Two second integration of pulses received for IRI pointing 11.5º and MUIR
looking 15º relative to vertical. The color bar indicates an intensity scale in dB.
For HF pointing 11.5º and MUIR looking 12º, we were not able to make
observations. This occurred also for HF pointing 15º and MUIR looking 12º. It is
possible that radar observability—or lack thereof—played a role in this result. The
backscatter we sought to observe would not yet have been formed in the first case, having
only been excited by the heater at 11.5º. In the case of the second geometry, it may not
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have been possible for MUIR to observe the scattering created by HF pulsing at 15º
owing to competing returns along the magnetic field line.
For the HF and MUIR both set at 15º, the cascades were in general not welldefined but exhibited great variation in intensity. Most spectra have strong first daughter
wave but weaker subsequent lines in the cascade, as may be seen in Figure 25. A few
well-defined cascades are present intermittently during the period. For the same HF
pointing but with MUIR looking at 22º, some backscatter cascades showed much more
definition. For this setup, strong intensity variations are again present, as is variation in
the definition of cascade. The number of lines ranges from one to three, and the lines lie
much closer in altitude than in the well-defined cascades observed on the previous day.
Figure 25, taken from MUIR looking 15º, and Figure 26, taken from MUIR looking 22º,
exemplify this contrast in cascade definition.

Figure 25: Two second integration of pulses received for IRI pointing 15º and MUIR
looking 15º relative to vertical. The color bar indicates an intensity scale in dB.
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Figure 26: Two second integration of pulses received for IRI pointing 15º and MUIR
looking 22º relative to vertical show very strong cascade lines. This indicates a second
interaction region as suggested by simulation. The color bar indicates an intensity scale
in dB.
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Section 7: Conclusions
These results may be distilled into the following conclusions: beam-sweeping and
power-stepping produce different backscatter intensities; backscatter intensity may vary
even among pulses with the same pulsing parameters; the cascade feature dominates the
spectra mapped by MUIR with HAARP pointed beyond the Spitze critical angle; and HF
pointing along the vertical, regardless of MUIR look angle, produces weaker backscatter
due to reduced detectability. These results, obtained through numerical MATLAB
analysis in correlation with theoretical predictions, also inspire a few questions about
backscatter pulse shape and strength for different pumping orientations.

Beam-sweeping
The observed backscatter spectra depended on HF beam pointing and UHF look
angle. These exhibit aspect angle dependence, in part a function of preferential detection
of either collapse or cascade. In the Spitze cone, for example, we expect Strong
Langmuir Turbulence and thus a collapse-type spectrum. We were unable to confirm this
with our data because vertical pointing produced backscatter too weak to be detected by
MUIR. Outside of the Spitze cone, further from vertical, more cascade spectra are
anticipated because the threshold for SLT is increased in this region. The strongest
returns appear for MUIR pointed to magnetic zenith.

Power-stepping
Power-stepping of the HF beam produces differences in the backscatter detected
by MUIR. The experimental pulsing sequence should be considered in a discussion of
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power-stepping; as the experiment progresses, the ionosphere may become
preconditioned, thus affecting subsequent returns. The heater off time was chosen to
minimize preconditioning effects. Figure 27 shows side-by-side the different intensities
created by each power level produced by the IRI for 0.5% duty cycle on 31 July. The
figure shows an increase in the number of daughter lines in each cascade with increasing
power. Definition in the cascade lines increases chronologically as well. Compared with
the first set of power-stepping data, the cascades observed at the lower duty cycle show
fewer but more distinct decay lines, consistent with lower average power and less heating
of the electrons.

Figure 27: Pulses excerpted from each pulsing period at the lower duty cycle on 31 July
2007, arranged chronologically from quarter power to full power. The color bar indicates
an intensity scale in dB.
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Observation by Spectral Type
The HAARP IRI is capable of observing collapse, cascade, or a combination of
these spectra. The relative heights and frequencies of these phenomena vary, as do the
shapes of the backscatter intensities themselves. The single-shot summaries of each
spectral type shown in Section II highlight these differences. It is apparent, however,
from the spectra presented in Section VI, that cascade dominates. Full explanation and
understanding of pulse-to-pulse variability among the cascade features of particular time
periods will require future investigation.

Radar Favorability
Though we may not have been able to confirm via overshoot detection during
experimentation, it is possible that preconditioning of the ionosphere affected our results.
Anomalous results or unexpected pulse shapes present during several time periods could
perhaps indicate processes heretofore unconsidered in the analysis, such as natural lower
hybrid wave production. It is possible that certain results have favorable detection
geometries, which would influence the rate and times at which certain results are seen.
That is, if the hybrid waves are coupling somehow with striations in the ionosphere and
have a favorable detection look angle, the observation threshold may be suppressed or
lowered for this experimental configuration. This conclusion is based on the
observations by Kosch [2007b] of strong artificial airglow detection at 11.5º from
vertical, but its near-absence for observations along magnetic zenith.
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Irregularity Formation
Control of the AFAI seems possible with the appropriate choice of duty cycle and
HF pulse length. Figure 11 is the RTI plot obtained from the Kodiak facility; the AFAI
are clearly suppressed shortly after the heater turn-on for the experimentation period
discussed here. Furthermore, for Figure 12, wherein the duty cycle was held at 0.5%, the
AFAI are nearly absent. Perhaps this low duty cycle prevented stimulus of HF seeding
effects, in which case, we met our goal of suppression of these irregularities. Short
pulses and long IPPs therefore contribute not only to observation of the mini-overshoot
but also avoidance of complications in interpretation due to onset of thermal instabilities.

The work presented here details studies of nonlinear ionospheric interactions
undertaken at HAARP using MUIR and other diagnostic instruments. We observed
suppression of AFAI using experimental parameters, strong returns for the theoretical
second critical MUIR look angle of 22 degrees from vertical, and a dominant cascade
feature for ionospheric heating at 3.3 MHz. The effects of varying experimental
parameters via power-stepping, beam-sweeping, and duty cycle bifurcation were
investigated. Spectral analysis of MUIR data using MATLAB was performed to allow
interpretation of the MUIR data, and RTI plots from Kodiak SuperDARN provided
graphical evidence used in our interpretations. The results presented here are intended to
contribute to the understanding of HF heating facility capabilities, plasma wave decay
processes, and diagnostic instrument implementation in experimental analysis.
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